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This exciting book explores fashion not simply from an aesthetic point of
view but also as a manifestation of social and cultural change. Focusing
on fashion from 1850, noted fashion historians Daniel James Cole and
Nancy Deihl consider the evolution of womenswear, menswear, and
childrenswear, decade by decade. The book looks at the dissemination of
style and the mechanisms of change, at the relationship between fashion
and the visual, applied, and performing arts, the intertwined relationship
between fashion and popular culture, the impact of new materials and
technology, and the growing globalization of style. With photographs of
costume from museums and images from the fashion press including
editorial photography, illustrations, and advertising, the book will include
insights into icons of fashion and the clothes worn by “real people”,
providing a valuable visual reference for the reader.
Irlanda. Ediz. illustrata - 2003

Multidisciplinary Contributions to the Science of Creative
Thinking - Giovanni Emanuele Corazza 2015-07-30
This book offers a multidisciplinary and multi-domain approach to the
most recent research results in the field of creative thinking and
creativity, authored by renowned international experts. By presenting
contributions from different scientific and artistic domains, the book
offers a comprehensive description of the state of the art on creativity
research. Specifically, the chapters are organized into four parts: 1)
Theoretical Aspects of Creativity; 2) Social Aspects of Creativity; 3)
Creativity in Design and Engineering; 4) Creativity in Art and Science. In
this way, the book becomes a necessary platform for generative dialogue
between disciplines that are typically divided by separating walls.
Fashion - Akiko Fukai 2011
Parole di moda. Il Corriere delle Dame e il lessico della moda
nell'Ottocento - Giuseppe Sergio 2010-07-20T00:00:00+02:00
1615.49
La città, il viaggio, il turismo - Gemma Belli 2018-11-06
[English]:The city as a destination of the journey in his long evolution
throughout history: a basic human need, an event aimed at knowledge, to
education, to business and trade, military and religious conquests, but
also related to redundancies for the achievement of mere physical or
spiritual salvation. In the frame of one of the world's most celebrated
historical city, the cradle of Greek antiquity, myth and beauty, travel
timeless destination for culture and leisure, and today, more than ever,
strongly tending to the conservation and development of their own
identity, this collection of essays aims to provide, in the tradition of AISU
studies, a further opportunity for reflection and exchange between the
various disciplines related to urban history./ [Italiano]:La città come
meta del viaggio nella sua lunga evoluzione nel corso della storia: un
bisogno primario dell'uomo, un evento finalizzato alla conoscenza,
all'istruzione, agli affari e agli scambi commerciali, alle conquiste militari
o religiose, ma anche legato agli esodi per il conseguimento della mera
salvezza fisica o spirituale. Nella cornice di una delle città storiche più
celebrate al mondo, culla dell'antichità greca, del mito e della bellezza,
meta intramontabile di viaggi di cultura e di piacere, e oggi, più che mai,
fortemente protesa alla conservazione e alla valorizzazione della propria
identità, questa raccolta di saggi intende offrire, nel solco della
tradizione di studi dell'AISU, un'ulteriore occasione di riflessione e di
confronto tra i più svariati ambiti disciplinari attinenti alla storia urbana.
Fashion Drawing, Second Edition - Michele Wesen Bryant 2016-07-19
Fashion Drawing is a comprehensive, practical guide to fashion drawing
for students of fashion design. The book covers men, women and
children, starting with how to draw the fashion figure and continuing
with garments and garment details, before teaching the reader how to
render various types of fabric. This second edition has been updated to
include more details on how to draw flats as well as rendering knits,
denim, pile weaves and fur. Tips are also included throughout on
finishing hand-rendered drawings in Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.
Contemporary in its approach and offering step-by-step guidance, the
book emphasizes drawing as an integral function of the garment design
process. Students learn how to manipulate various garment details with
consideration for scale, construction and color as well as keeping in mind
the profile of the potential customer. Illustrated throughout with a wide
range of images from illustrators and designers working in today's
market, Fashion Drawing provides both the inspiration and the
instruction necessary to allow students to develop their own illustration
style.
The History of Modern Fashion - Daniel James Cole 2015-08-24
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La città capitale tra mito e realtà (XVIII-XXI secolo) - Ester Capuzzo 2003
La moda nei discorsi dei designer - Vaccari Alessandra 2013-01-16
Nonostante la grande attenzione mediatica ricevuta dai fashion designer
nel corso degli ultimi secoli, ciò che hanno raccontato e scritto ha finora
ottenuto poca considerazione da parte degli studi sulla moda. Il libro
presenta dichiarazioni e testi di fashion designer, con l’obiettivo di
commentarli criticamente e contribuire alla comprensione della moda
attraverso una delle figure più affascinanti e discusse prodotte dalla
cultura occidentale di epoca contemporanea. Jean-Philippe Worth, Rosa
Genoni, Charles Creed, Paul Poiret, Madeleine Vionnet, Elsa Schiaparelli,
Christian Dior, Emilio Pucci, Gianfranco Ferré, Franco Moschino, Marc
Jacobs, Alexander McQueen, Bless e Bruno Pieters sono alcuni dei nomi
coinvolti in un dialogo ideale. Il libro indaga il processo storico di
definizione del potere culturale dei designer e i loro ambiti progettuali,
con particolare attenzione al lavoro creativo e ai concetti di autorialità e
storytelling. Il volume esplora inoltre le interazioni dei fashion designer
con il sistema della moda, mostrando la vitalità del dibattito interno e gli
aspetti conflittuali.
The Fashion Lover's Guide to Milan - Rachael Martin 2021-04-14
Milan is the European fashion capital with one of the world’s most
unique luxury fashion districts where the leaders of some of the most
exclusive fashion houses are still living and working today. It’s the Italian
city whose skyline has changed more than any, and whose fashion
industry has extended to encompass the worlds of design, restaurants,
bars, exhibition spaces, hotels and more. Whether you’re looking for
designer labels within the city’s luxury fashion district, prefer to browse
the city’s boutiques or pick up some quality vintage at the city’s vintage
shops and markets, this is the guide that will tell you where to go. Split
into geographical sections along with relevant maps, cultural highlights
and suggestions for where to eat and drink, it places Milan as the city of
fashion within the context of Italian fashion history and a city, and brings
the stories of its people to life. Why did Milan become Italy’s fashion
capital? And what does it offer the fashion lover as a city today?
Delli Aspetti de Paesi. Vecchi e nuovi Media per l’Immagine del
Paesaggio - Annunziata Berrino 2018-11-07
[English]:Starting from one of the most significant chapters of
Leonardo's Libro di Pittura, we hwant to focus on the media - namely on
the narrative, descriptive and graphics methodologies together with the
techniques adopting during the modern and contemporary age as
'diffusers' of the landscape image - and on the deriving potential models
for the enhancement of the historical landscape heritage.Partendo dalla
nozione di paesaggio nella storia moderna e contemporanea, nel testo si
affrontano le problematiche concernenti l‟evoluzione del suo significato
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fino al dibattito sulle diverse accezioni recentemente acquisite, con
particolare riferimento ai contesti storici urbani. La lezione che si trae
dai primi studi di Leonardo sulla percezione del paesaggio naturale e
antropizzato, dalle guide e taccuini di viaggio del Cinque e Seicento, fino
alla produzione di artisti e viaggiatori tra Sette e Ottocento e al più
recente repertorio fotografico o cinematografico, mostra l‟importante
ruolo da attribuirsi oggi all‟immagine storica del paesaggio quale
strumento per l‟individuazione dell‟identità di un territorio, ormai in
buona parte scevra da meri contenuti percettivi e oleografici, e sempre
più legata ai fattori umani, storici e sociali, in una parola „culturali‟, che
nell‟immagine vanno letti e tradotti. / [Italiano]: Si tratta in effetti di
riconoscere nei caratteri „percettibili‟ di un paesaggio, attraverso gli
strumenti della storia della città e dell‟iconografia storica, i valori
culturali condivisi di un sito o di un insediamento: in tal senso
l‟esperienza del Convegno CIRICE 2016 potrà segnare un nuovo passo
non solo ai fini di un più consapevole riconoscimento di tali valori
attraverso lo studio dei media adottati nella descrizione del paesaggio
storico, ma verso un‟azione di tutela volta alla trasmissione e
valorizzazione della memoria di quei luoghi.
Vogue on Christian Dior - Charlotte Sinclair 2015-02-10
In 1947, Christian Dior stunned the fashion world with his first
collection, the “New Look,” which transformed the way women dressed,
and he continued to send shock waves with his later shows, significantly
altering the fashion landscape. Vogue on Christian Dior tells the story of
Dior’s search for the perfect line and how his unique style and vision of
women’s ideal silhouette developed. One of the most famous designers of
the 20th century, his name still fronts one of the most successful haute
couture fashion houses. Vogue on Christian Dior is a volume from the
series created by the editors of British Vogue. It features 20,000 words of
original biography and history and is studded with 80 color and blackand-white images from their unique archive of photos taken by the
leading photographers of the day, including Cecil Beaton, Horst P. Horst,
Irving Penn, and Richard Avedon.
Moda a Firenze, 1540-1580 - Roberta Orsi Landini 2005
Italian and English texts, including: Eleonora di Toledo: Duchess of
Tuscany in history and legend; Eleonora's style; Costume in the Medici
ceremonies; The clothes that have survived; The individual garments;
Tailors and embroiderers; Florentine textile production; The wardrobe of
Eleonora di Toledo.
Prima del made in Italy - Fondazione ASSI. 2007

private collections, along with contemporary works of art created
specifically for the occasion. The Museo Salvatore Ferragamo's
upcoming exhibition, scheduled to open in spring 2016, examines the
complex relationship between art and fashion, drawing on the life story
of Salvatore Ferragamo, who, fascinated by the avant-garde art of the
twentieth century, collaborated with the artists of his time, beginning a
tradition that the Ferragamo brand still carries on today. The project
uses case histories to analyze the ways in which the two realms
interacted - how they blurred lines, overlapped and cooperated, from the
Pre-Raphaelites to Futurism and Surrealism - with a focus on a few of the
ateliers where artists gathered in the 1950s and '60s and on the birth of
celebrity culture, to then delve into the experimentation of the 1990s,
ultimately arriving at the question of whether these two worlds can still
be considered separate and distinct in the contemporary cultural
industry, or if they have merged in a fluid exchange of roles.
Europe at Home - Raffaella Sarti 2002-01-01
Vivid personal stories bring each topic to life and offer insights into
human relations not only between rich and poor, powerful and weak,
masters and servants, but also between parents and children, husbands
and wives, and men and women."--BOOK JACKET.
La moda. Storia della moda dal XVIII al XX secolo. Ediz. illustrata
- 2015
Mosca - Mara Vorhees 2012
Bollettino delle pubblicazioni italiane ricevute per diritto di
stampa - 1910
The "Notizie" (on covers) contain bibliographical and library news items.
Ritratti italiani. Individualità e civiltà nazionale tra XVIII e XXI
secolo - Francesco Paola Casavola 2010
Beethoven, ritratti e immagini - Benedetta Saglietti 2010
Fashion - Lars Svendsen 2006-10-30
Fashion is at once a familiar yet mysteriously elite world that we all
experience, whether we’re buying a new pair of jeans, reading Vogue, or
watching the latest episode of Project Runway. Lars Svendsen dives into
that world in Fashion, exploring the myths, ideas, and history that make
up haute couture, the must-have trends over the centuries, and the very
concept of fashion itself. Fashion opens with an exploration of all the
possible meanings encompassed by the word “fashion,” as Svendsen
probes its elusive place in art, politics, and history. Ultimately, however,
he focuses on the most common use of the term: clothing. With his
trademark dry wit, he deftly dismantles many of the axioms of the
industry and its supporters. For example, he points out that some of the
latest fashions shown on runways aren’t actually “fashionable” in any
sense of the word, arguing that they’re more akin to modern art works,
and he argues against the increasingly prevalent idea that plastic
surgery and body modification are part of a new wave of consumerism.
Svendsen draws upon the writings of thinkers from Adam Smith to
Roland Barthes to analyze fashion as both a historical phenomenon and a
philosophy of aesthetics. He also traces the connections between the
concepts of fashion and modernity and ultimately considers the
importance of evolving fashions to such fields as art, politics, and
philosophy. Whether critiquing a relentless media culture that promotes
perfect bodies or parsing the never-ending debate over the merits of
conformity versus individual style, Lars Svendsen offers an engaging and
intriguing analysis of fashion and the motivations behind its constant
pursuit of the new.
“Come le tele de’ ragni atte a fermare sole le mosche” - Samantha
Maruzzella 2020-01-17T00:00:00+01:00
La delimitazione geografica e cronologica di questo lavoro – i secoli XVIIXVIII in Italia – vuole cogliere il segmento temporale nel quale la “moda”,
il lusso e le leggi suntuarie sussumono un ruolo più specifico in un
confronto non solo fra i sempre più autonomi stati nazionali, ma anche
con mondi lontani solo da poco scoperti. L’abbigliamento è sempre
esistito, in quanto risponde a un istinto primario, quello del coprirsi, e
quindi del vestirsi, e con esso anche il lusso, come anche le leggi
suntuarie che indicavano i limiti, soprattutto etici, del vestirsi. Ma è
l’entrata “Mode”, nella sezione arts dell’Encyclopédie che ne delinea il
nuovo ruolo e l’ormai già avvenuto processo storico. La grande
attenzione dedicata alle tematiche culturali e ai nuovi fenomeni di
diffusione dell’abbigliamento al di fuori delle corti e dei palazzi ha
insieme prodotto forme di repressione dell’ostentazione di abiti di lusso.
In questo, snodo fondamentale è stato il Seicento, preludio della

Storie di Posta n. 12 - UNIFICATO 2015-11-27
La rivista da collezione! Edita da UNIFICATO in collaborazione con
l'Accademia Italiana di Filatelia e Storia Postale.
Art of the Twentieth Century and Beyond - Loredana Parmesani 2012
The new, updated edition of the Skira best-seller on twentieth-century
art. This handy manual is for those who wish to understand what art was
in the last century and what it represents today. The book, whose
structure is essential and synthetic, aims to divulge the pleasure of art to
those who have never delved beyond its surface, and above all to
describe how it has become spectacle and performance in recent years.
Following an analysis of the theories and poetics that tempestuously
traversed the historical avant-gardes and the neo-avant-gardes of the
twentieth century and contributed to their extraordinary vitality, the
author focuses on and explains the principal artistic phenomena that,
starting in 1980, marked the period defined as post-modern, which was
characterised by performance and a system of economic-financial art.
The last chapter describes the arrival of postmodern up to its possible
decline, marked by the social events of 2007 that, by abandoning the
special effects of immateriality, has headed in a direction that is more
tangible, worldly and concrete.
Storia della moda XVIII-XXI secolo - Enrica Morini 2017
Fashion Design Course - Steven Faerm 2022-08-09
This latest edition helps aspiring fashion designers understand
demographics, psychographics, and the role of advertising; learn how to
create a unique design vision through ethnographic research; develop a
collection from first concept to finished project on the runway; see how
to build a career in fashion, and more.
Across Art and Fashion - Marco Salucci 2016-05
* Art & Fashion coincides with the Museo Salvatore Ferragamo's
upcoming exhibition, May 2016 to April 2017* Ferragamo is a creator of
luxury shoes and accessories spanning three generationsThis catalog
accompanies an exhibition to be held in various locations from May 2016
to April 2017, and will include many works of art on loan from public and
storia-della-moda-xviii-xxi-secolo
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clientele, from Katharine Hepburn to Marlene Dietrich, who embraced
her outrageous but elegant designs. She designed aviator Amy Johnson's
wardrobe for her solo flight to Cape Town in 1936 and the culottes for
tennis champion Lil� �lvarez that outraged the lawn tennis
establishment, and her clothes appeared in more than 30 films, including
Every Day's a Holiday with Mae West and Moulin Rouge. Schiaparelli's
fascinating autobiography charts her rise from resident of a rat-infested
apartment to designer to the stars.
Italian Fashion since 1945 - Emanuela Scarpellini 2019-07-24
In the course of the twentieth century, Italy succeeded in establishing
itself as one of the world's preeminent fashion capitals, despite the
centuries-old predominance of Paris and London. This book traces the
story of how this came to be, guiding readers through the major cultural
and economic revolutions of twentieth-century Italy and how they shaped
the consumption practices and material lives of everyday Italians. In
order to understand the specific character of the “Italian model,”
Emanuela Scarpellini considers not only aspects of craftsmanship,
industrial production and the evolution of styles, but also the economic
and cultural changes that have radically transformed Italy and the
international scene within a few decades: the post-war economic miracle,
the youth revolution, the consumerism of the 1980s, globalization, the
environmentalism of the 2000s and the Italy of today. Written in a lively
style, full of references to cinema, literature, art and the world of media,
this work offers the first comprehensive overview of a phenomenon that
has profoundly shaped recent Italian history.
Il turismo e le città tra XVIII e XXI secolo - Donatella Strangio 2007

modernità, che ha contrassegnato un’epoca di profonde trasformazioni
culturali, ideologiche e scientifiche: è questo il secolo di Galilei, Bacon e
Cartesio tra gli altri. Nello spazio lasciato aperto tra le sempre più
massicce importazioni estere e le conseguenti leggi a sostegno della
produzione italiana, tra l’imitazione dei modelli stranieri e la volontà di
manifestare la propria creatività, in generale in ambito culturale e in
quello artistico in particolare, tra la tendenza a seguire le norme e il
desiderio di evasione, si dispiegano le pagine di questo lavoro.
The Routledge Companion to Fashion Studies - Eugenia Paulicelli
2021-09-19
This collection of original essays interrogates disciplinary boundaries in
fashion, gathering fashion studies research across disciplines and from
around the globe. Fashion and clothing are part of material and visual
culture, cultural memory, and heritage; they contribute to shaping the
way people see themselves, interact, and consume. For each of the
volume’s eight parts, scholars from across the world and a variety of
disciplines offer analytical tools for further research. Never neglecting
the interconnectedness of disciplines and domains, these original
contributions survey specific topics and critically discuss the leading
views in their areas. They include discursive and reflective pieces, as
well as discussions of original empirical work, and contributors include
established leaders in the field, rising stars, and new voices, including
practioner and industry voices. This is a comprehensive overview of the
field, ideal not only for undergraduate and postgraduate fashion studies
students, but also for researchers and students in communication
studies, the humanities, gender and critical race studies, social sciences,
and fashion design and business.
Miscellanea di storia delle esplorazioni - 1975

Studi in onore di Angela Maria Bocci Girelli - AA. VV.
2012-02-15T00:00:00+01:00
2000.1334
La Moda contiene la Storia e ce la racconta puntualmente Giovanna Motta 2015
La moda, pure di difficile definizione, può essere considerata con
riferimento al modus (maniera, regola, norma) che sovrintende al
cambiamento di stile di ogni epoca. Nella storia politica, economica,
sociale, antropologica, ogni segno serve a indicare un cambiamento che
assume nuove forme e nuovi significati e trasmette, attraverso
l’immagine di sé, i valori, i codici, i simboli per mezzo dei quali manifesta
la sua identità. Attraverso l’evoluzione dell’abbigliamento si seguono i
ceti dominanti e quelli emergenti, l’antica nobiltà e le nuove borghesie
multiformi che per mezzo dell’abito dichiarano il proprio ruolo sociale e
professionale. La moda propone una concezione filosofica ed estetica,
afferma un progetto politico ed economico, esprime arte e tecnica,
coniuga stoffe, colori, misure costruendo un proprio linguaggio.
Home Italia - 1993

Il Capitale dopo Marx: critica dell'economia politica del XXI secolo
- Pierluigi Profumieri 2016-08-16
Un saggio che ripropone d'attualità il pensiero e l'analisi del Capitale di
Marx alla luce della piuù recente crisi del 2008 e di quella del 1929.
Storia della Chiesa - 1993
Twentieth-century Fabrics - Doretta Davanzo Poli 2007
Following the publication of Italian Ceramic Art, Skira presents a
compilation devoted primarily to the modern decorative arts, that will
offer a highly extensive and versatile anthology of writings, accompanied
by technical and in-depth captions, and a scientifically documented, yet
concise and absorbing essay. The collection is organized chronologically
starting with the fabrics conceived by the artists of the Secessions
Movements in Germany in the 1900s, such as Moser, Hoffman, and
Klimt. This volume then takes an in-depth look at subsequent artists and
periods such as Art Nouveau; the fabrics of Deco and Novecento design;
European and American production in the 1950s, which show the
influence from informal artistic culture; and the experiences of Pop Art,
Op Art and Kinetic Art, including their contemporary successes. This
volume includes biographies of the designers and main manufacturers, a
glossary of technical terms, a thematic bibliography, and an index of
names that will prove highly useful for specialists, collectors, and those
who simply have an interest in art history.
Il potere diluito - Jesus Timoteo Alvarez 2011-04-04T00:00:00+02:00
Com’è nata la società mediatica? E, soprattutto, chi comanda all’interno
di questa società? Il libro di Álvarez traccia un interessante profilo del
mondo occidentale facendoci vedere quanto e come i media pervadano la
società e trasformino i rapporti di potere che si creano all’interno di essa.
Shocking Life - Elsa Schiaparelli 2018-08-07
Elsa Schiaparelli (1890-1973), one of the leading fashion designers of the
1920s, '30s, and '40s, was known for her flair for the unusual. The first
designer to use shoulder pads and animal prints, and the inventor of
shocking pink, Schiaparelli collaborated with artists including Jean
Cocteau, Alberto Giacometti, and Salvador Dal� to create extraordinary
garments such as the Dal� Lobster Dress. Schiaparelli had an affluent
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Fashion through History - Giovanna Motta 2018-06-11
This book arises from an international conference held at Sapienza
University in Rome, Italy, in May 2015, and it includes papers by
important Italian scholars of fashion. It is dedicated to one of the main
indicators of social change, fashion, analysed within different scientific
fields, historical periods, and geographical areas. This volume deals with
issues of economy and fashion, copyright, industrial designs, trademarks,
trade secrets, and patents, as well as new communication devices and
strategies in the era of increasing globalization and market integration.
Contributions analyze fashion blogs, fashion communication strategies,
relations between fashion and technology, social media, grass-roots
communication, social and cultural aspects of digital technologies,
mobile fashion applications, and the dynamic fashion system in the
virtual world. Visual identification symbols of fashion details, such as the
Catalan hat or the Basque beret, the concept of “Made in Italy” and its
success in the world, and new materials and technological innovations
are also explored.
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